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TO: President and Members 
 Board of Retirement 
 
FROM: Steve Davis  
 Chief Investment Officer   
 
SUBJECT: Asset Allocation and Rebalancing Report for the Quarter Ended 

September 30, 2016 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
It is recommended that your Board receive and file the quarterly asset allocation 
and rebalancing report, and approve any rebalancing recommendations made 
therein. 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
SCERS employs an overlay program, which is managed by State Street Global Advisors 
(‘SSGA’), to rebalance the asset allocation to policy targets and minimize the risk that 
SCERS falls short of achieving its targeted return due to the asset allocation straying from 
policy target ranges.  SCERS’ overlay proxies and rebalancing ranges are attached in 
Appendix 1.  The rebalancing methodology utilized by SSGA is quarterly rebalancing with 
10% bands on traditional asset classes (equities and fixed income), and 20% bands on 
alternative asset classes (absolute return, private equity and real assets).  With this 
method, rebalancing occurs on a quarterly basis, unless the bands are breached on an 
intra-quarter basis, in which case rebalancing occurs upon the breach of a band.   
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While SCERS’ overlay program reduces the need for physical rebalancing, it does not 
eliminate it, as there are circumstances whereby physical rebalancing would be a better 
solution compared to the overlay program, including:  (1) When there is low correlation 
between the overlay proxies designed to replicate the underlying asset classes and 
managers, as is the case with many alternative assets; (2) When there are strong benefits 
to active management; and (3) When there is a persistently large difference between 
physical assets and the target allocation. 
    
While physical rebalancing typically costs more to execute compared to the overlay 
program, it remains important to assess whether SCERS’ portfolio is at a point where 
physical rebalancing warrants greater consideration.   
 
DISCUSSION: 
 
Since SCERS’ overlay program rebalances SCERS’ total fund, it is important to bear in 
mind that Tables 1-7 reported below refer only to physical holdings compared to policy 
targets, and not the exposures provided through the overlay program, except for Table 6 
(Real Assets), which includes the SSGA Real Assets Strategy, which is the proxy for this 
asset class.  
 
As noted, SCERS rebalances the fund via both the overlay program and physically 
purchasing or selling assets.  The overlay program is particularly effective in rebalancing 
public market assets due to the low tracking error of the underlying proxies compared to 
public market managers and the higher expenses of purchasing and liquidating interests 
held by investment managers.  On the other hand, the overlay program is not as effective 
in tracking alternative assets because it is limited to the use of public market proxies.  
Public market proxies will not, for example, be able to replicate the ‘liquidity premium’ or 
higher returns achieved historically by private equity and private real assets, or the 
‘absolute’ return characteristics of SCERS’ Absolute Return portfolio, including their 
historic ability to outperform equity markets in times of distress.  Accordingly, it is beneficial 
for SCERS to continue to physically purchase alternative assets in achieving its asset 
allocation targets rather than to rely exclusively on the overlay program to rebalance these 
assets to the target allocations. 
 
Staff and Verus monitor the asset allocation on a quarterly basis and update the Board if 
the asset allocation moves outside of policy ranges and conditions warrant physical 
rebalancing. 
 
Domestic Equities: 
 
As depicted in Table 1 below, SCERS’ Domestic Equity asset class actual weighting of 
26.7% is above the policy target of 22.5% and the upper band of 24.8%.  
 
At the sub-asset class level, domestic large cap, at a 21.6% allocation is above the target 
allocation of 18.2%, and near the upper limits of the target range.  Domestic small cap, at a 
3.5% allocation is above the target allocation of 3.2%, but within range.  Domestic REITs 
at a 1.5% allocation is above the target allocation of 1.1%, and above the top of the range.   
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SCERS’ overlay manager, State Street, at the direction of Staff, buys and sells Russell 
1000 and 2000 Index futures to rebalance the Domestic Equity asset class to the policy 
target allocation, when physical rebalancing is not required.  As mentioned previously, 
these proxies are very effective in rebalancing domestic equities due to the low tracking 
error of the underlying proxies compared to public market investment managers.   
 
As you will recall, SCERS last physically rebalanced this asset class during the first quarter 
of 2014, by reducing the passive large cap exposure managed by AllianceBernstein (‘AB’) 
by approximately $160 million.  However, domestic equities have continued to outperform 
international equities since the aforementioned rebalance, which has led to SCERS’ 
Domestic Equity allocation remaining above the high end of the target range.   
 
You will recall that Staff and Verus recommended a physical rebalance of the Domestic 
Equity asset class at a previous meeting, in order to get the asset class back to target, but 
also to raise cash for future considerations and needs related to upcoming investment 
activity in other parts of the portfolio.  The transition of these assets will take place at an 
upcoming date.  
 
Table 1:  Domestic Equity Asset Allocation 

 
 
International Equities: 
 
As depicted in Table 2 below, SCERS’ International Equity allocation is 22.1%, which is 
below the 22.5% target allocation.  International equity returns have lagged those of 
domestic equities over recent years, which has led to the underweight of the segment 
within SCERS’ portfolio.  It should be noted that the exposure to former International 
Equity large cap manager, Baring Asset Management, is invested in an interim solution 
through a MSCI World ex-US total return swap, until a replacement manager is found, 
which will be occurring over the next few months.  SCERS’ overlay manager, State Street, 
utilizes MSCI World ex-US and MSCI Emerging Markets Index futures to rebalance this 
asset class to the policy target allocation.   
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At the sub-asset class level, international large cap, at a 14.7% allocation is below the 
target allocation of 14.9%, but within range.  International small cap, at a 2.5% allocation is 
above the target allocation of 2.3%, but within range.  Emerging markets equity, at a 4.0% 
allocation is under the policy target allocation of 4.3%, but within range.  International 
REITs at a 1.0% allocation is slightly below its target allocation of 1.1%, but within range.  
Staff does not recommend physical rebalancing of this asset class at this time.   
 
Table 2:  International Equity Asset Allocation 

 
 
Fixed Income: 
 
As depicted in Table 3 below, SCERS’ Fixed Income allocation of 19.1% is slightly below 
the target allocation of 20.0%, but within the allowed range for the asset class.  SCERS’ 
overlay manager, State Street, at the direction of Staff, utilizes a combination of U.S. 
Treasury futures, Mortgage TBAs, investment grade credit ETFs and Barclays Capital 
Aggregate total return swaps (when appropriate) to rebalance this asset class to its policy 
target allocation.  Staff does not recommend physical rebalancing for this asset class at 
this time.   
 
Table 3:  Fixed Income Asset Allocation 
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Absolute Return: 
 
As shown in Table 4 below, SCERS’ Absolute Return allocation is 9.1%, which is slightly 
below the target allocation of 10%.  As you will recall, SCERS fills in a significant portion of 
its underweight to the asset class through its allocation to the Grosvenor SC Absolute 
Return Fund, Series B (‘SCARF B’), a more liquid version of the Grosvenor SC Absolute 
Return Fund, Series A (‘SCARF’), which serves as an interim absolute return component 
for SCERS as the direct absolute return portfolio is built out.  During the third quarter, 
SCERS did not make any direct absolute return investments.  Staff anticipates making two 
direct absolute return investments during the fourth quarter of 2016, which will draw capital 
from SCARF B.  SSGA utilizes a custom basket of equity and fixed income futures to fill in 
any gap between the target and actual allocation within the Absolute Return portfolio.  
 
Table 4:  Absolute Return 

 
 
Private Equity: 
 
As outlined in Table 5 below, SCERS’ Private Equity allocation is 6.8%, which is 3.2% 
below the policy target of 10%, and below the lower bound of 8.0%.  SSGA utilizes Russell 
2000 index futures to rebalance SCERS’ Private Equity allocation.  As previously 
mentioned, this proxy is less than optimal in replicating private equity, and it would be 
better to invest capital into physical private equity holdings.  As you will recall, however, 
the commitment schedule and cash flow forecast of Private Equity investments do not 
project SCERS achieving and maintaining the 10% policy target until 2019.  During the 
quarter, SCERS did not make any new Private Equity commitments. 
 
Please note that there is one investment within the Opportunities asset class (Atalaya 
Special Opportunities Fund V, LP) which draws capital from the Private Equity asset class, 
as this is the asset class with the closest risk and return profile of the opportunity being 
invested in by this fund.  The market value of this investment is $17.8 million, which 
equates to a 0.2% allocation, and brings SCERS’ total allocation in Private Equity to 7.0%. 
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Table 5:  Private Equity 

 
 
Real Assets: 
 
As depicted in Table 6 below, SCERS’ Real Assets allocation is 13.7%, which is below the 
policy target of 15.0%, but well within the allowable range.  However, this figure includes a 
4.3% allocation to the SSGA Real Assets Strategy, which is the overlay proxy used by 
SSGA.  SCERS’ actual Real Assets allocation (not including the overlay proxy) is 9.4%, 
which is well below the 15.0% target allocation, and is primarily due to the shortfall in the 
private real assets segment of the asset class.  
 
SSGA utilizes the SSGA Real Assets Strategy to rebalance SCERS’ Real Assets 
allocation close to the 15% target.  This is a series of commingled funds and separate 
accounts that provides diversified exposure to a blend of global listed infrastructure stocks, 
commodities, global natural resource equities, REITs, TIPS (Treasury Inflation Protected 
Securities) and midstream energy companies.  While not a perfect proxy, this blend does 
provide SCERS with inflation protection, diversified returns and moderate levels of yield.  
Given that this proxy represents physical exposure through a mix of commingled funds and 
separate accounts rather than derivatives exposure, it is represented within the asset 
allocation for SCERS.  This fund will be drawn down as SCERS continues to build 
exposure to the private real assets component of the asset class.  
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Among the Real Assets sub asset classes, the real estate private market core allocation is 
at 6.7%, which is slightly below the 7.0% target allocation, but within the allowable range.  
The private real assets allocation is at 1.8%, which is well below the 6.0% target, and 
similar to the private equity asset class, will continue to be built out over the next few 
years.  SCERS’ commodities allocation is 0.8%, which is below the target allocation of 
2.0%, but within the range of 0.0% to 3.0%.  During the quarter, SCERS did not make any 
new Real Assets commitments. 
 
Please note that there are several investments within the Opportunities asset class which 
draw capital from the Real Assets asset class, as this is the asset class with the closest 
risk and return profile of the opportunity being invested in by these funds.  These include 
the following non-core private market real estate funds: DRC European Real Estate Debt 
Fund II; KKR Real Estate Partners Americas; Och-Ziff Real Estate Fund III; UBS (Allegis 
Value Trust); A.E.W. Value Investors II; Hines US Office Value Added Fund II; NREP 
Nordic Strategies Fund; CIM Opportunity Fund VIII; ECE European Prime Shopping 
Centre Fund II; Hammes Partners II; and NREP Nordic Strategies Fund II.  The aggregate 
market value of these investments is $150.2 million, which equates to a 1.9% allocation, 
and brings SCERS’ total allocation in Real Assets (not including the overlay proxy) to 
11.3%. 
 
Table 6:  Real Assets 
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Opportunities: 
 
SCERS’ Opportunities portfolio, outlined in Table 7 below, is 2.1% compared to the 0% 
target allocation, and within the policy range of 0% to 5%.  During the quarter, SCERS did 
not make any new commitments to the asset class.  As you will recall, any investments 
made within the Opportunities asset class draw capital from the asset class with the 
closest risk and return profile as the opportunity being invested in.  The asset class where 
capital is drawn from is listed in the chart below for each investment.  Since the target 
allocation is 0%, the overlay program does not utilize a proxy allocation for the 
Opportunities asset class, like it does for the other major asset classes.  
 
Table 7:  Opportunities 

 
 
Cash: 
 
SCERS’ cash balance is approximately 2.8% (as of 11/03/16), which is above SCERS’ 
policy target of 0%.  SCERS recently received the annual County cash benefit payment, 
which accounts for a portion of the higher level.  However, an excess cash balance is also 
required to fund future drawdowns within the private markets segments of the portfolio.  
SCERS’ overlay program will rebalance the portfolio by eliminating any ‘cash drag’ and 
investing the cash into positions that replicate SCERS’ target portfolio according to the 
allocation policy and proxies in Appendix 1 below.  
    
In sum, Staff does not recommend any additional physical rebalancing of any components 
of SCERS’ portfolio at this time outside of previously recommended physical rebalance 
recommendations that have yet to be implemented. 
 
We would be happy to address any questions.   
 
Respectfully submitted,  Concur: 
 
 
 
Steve Davis  Richard Stensrud   
Chief Investment Officer  Chief Executive Officer 
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Appendix 1:  Overlay Proxies and Rebalancing Ranges 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


